If you’ve ever thought about having your teeth straightened... so you have an
attractive smile you are proud of... this is what you need to know.

THE SMART CONSUMER’S GUIDE TO

Straighter Whiter
Healthier Teeth

Feel Good About Your Smile & Smile
With Confidence!
In this report you will discover:
• The Truth About Your Smile - why having a confident attractive smile
you’re proud of can open doors that you may have thought were not
possible to open.
• What causes crooked teeth
• The Technology of Teeth Straightening - What you need to know
about having your teeth straightened.
• Speed Tooth Straightening - How can you have straighter, whiter teeth
and a more confident, attractive smile MUCH FASTER than you may
think.
• The only secret you need to know... to have HEALTHY, STRAIGHT,
WHITE TEETH & AN ATTRACTIVE SMILE YOU’RE PROUD OF!
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You deserve the smile you’ve
always wished for.
And with the advancements in Dentistry today,
including tooth repair, teeth whitening and teeth
straightening...
There’s never been a better time to have your teeth
fixed and get the attractive smile you’ve always wanted.

Smile and the world smiles with you!
Nothing says “Hello I’m glad to see you” better than a great big smile.
Nothing opens front doors faster than a kind word and a great big smile.
Nothing lets a person know how much you care more than a great big smile.
Smiling feels good. Go ahead, try it right now. No one’s looking - SMILE!
Now don’t you feel better? Of course you do.
And so does everyone you share your smile with.
Show up with a big smile on your face and people notice. And for a brief moment they forget their
troubles. A warm feeling washes over them. And they smile too.
Imagine your power! Give away 10 smiles a day , and in one week you help 70 people forget their
troubles and feel better about their day. It’s like a miracle!
Experts tell us THE QUALITY OF YOUR SMILE has a more direct effect on your business , social and
personal relationships than any other part of your appearance.

That means YOUR SMILE makes
a BIGGER IMPACT on people in
business & personal relationships
than your wardrobe, accessories,
your hairstyle or anything else.
88% of all people in North America say they always
remember someone with an especially attractive smile.
75% say an unattractive smile can seriously hurt a
person’s chances for financial success.
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Maybe that’s why more than half the adults in America wish they could change their smile.
Some people want to correct problems they’ve had since
childhood like discolored , crooked or irregular-shaped teeth.
Other want to fix conditions they enveloped over time, like
cracked , worn-down and badly stained teeth.
There is a good reason to want to have a great smile.

You’re smile can MAKE or BREAK you!
Your smile is a good indication of your sense of well-being.
Medical research proves that the simple act of smiling has an
enormous positive impact on your health.
A confident smile demonstrates your self-esteem, and that help
you in both personal and business relationships.
So, if a smile is so important,why don’t more people smile?
Why do they cover their smile with their hand?
Why don’t they smile more often?

The answer is they are ashamed and embarrassed of their teeth!
They may not like the appearance of your teeth for many reasons.
Maybe their teeth are crooked or too small. There may be gaps
between them , or maybe one tooth overlaps another.
Their teeth may be stained from years of exposure to tobacco,
coffee or soft drinks.
But whatever the problem, it doesn’t have to be that way.
Advances in dentistry, orthodontics, teeth-straightening and
teeth-whitening technology have made it so anyone can, often in
a short time, have straight, white, healthy teeth and an attractive
smile you are proud to flash anytime.

What Causes Crooked Teeth
Teeth grow in crooked, overlapping, or twisted for several
different reasons.
Some people’s mouths are too small for their teeth, which crowds
the teeth and causes them to shift.
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In other cases, a person’s upper and lower jaws aren’t the same size or are malformed, resulting
in either an OVER BITE - causing the upper jaw to protrude over the lower jaw. Or an UNDER BITE
causing the lower jaw to protrude forward and extend out beyond the upper teeth.
Often crooked teeth, including over bite and under bite are inherited traits just like eye or hair color.

Other causes of crooked, misaligned teeth include;
• Early loss of baby or adult teeth;
• Long-standing gum disease;
• Undue pressure on the teeth;
• Misalignment of the jaw after an injury;
• Common oral health problems that
develop early in life due to mouth
breathing, thumb sucking, tongue
thrusting, using a pacifier beyond the age
of three, or prolonged use of a bottle.
Additionally, there is evidence linking the
use of food processing to the modern
epidemic of crooked teeth.
Research compellingly argues that a lack
of jaw development and crooked teeth
may be nutritional in origin.
Without essential nutrients, which are severely depleted in today’s modern processed foods, the
minerals and the fat soluble activators A, D, and K2 needed to support proper jaw development
and bone strength are simply not present.

What Problems Can Crooked Teeth & Misaligned Bite
Cause?
Crooked teeth and misaligned bites can:
• Interfere with proper chewing.
• Make keeping teeth clean more of a challenge, increasing the risk of tooth decay and
gum disease.
• Strain the teeth, jaws, and muscles, increasing the risk of breaking a tooth or
developing facial pain.
• Make people feel self-conscious about their appearance and affect self-esteem.
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How Do I Know if My Teeth are Crooked or My Bite Is
Misaligned?
What you can see for yourself if teeth are crooked, your dentist can determine if the problem
warrants treatment. Your dentist will look for the following signs:
•
•
•
•

Abnormal alignment of teeth
Abnormal appearance of the face
Difficulty or discomfort when chewing or biting
Speech difficulties, including a lisp

Your dentist will evaluate your teeth , explain what problems exist ( if any), answer all your
questions and go over treatment options to correct any problem that may exist.

What Are My Treatment
Options?
How Do I Get Straight Teeth with No
Gaps & an Attractive Smile I’m Happy
to Flash Anytime?
Straightening crooked teeth and closing gaps between
teeth involved moving the teeth through the bone until
they are positioned properly.
Teeth move far more easily than you may expect.
Apply firm and gentle pressure to teeth and the teeth
will move through the jaw bone. And in most cases,
can be moved exactly where your doctor wants them
to go.
By applying consistent pressure over time, crooked teeth can be straightened, gaps between
teeth can be eliminated. And before you know it... you’re all done. And your teeth are straight,
attractive, and in some cases... better than new!
Every method... every technique used to straighten teeth and close gaps between teeth involves
moving the teeth through the jaw bone until they are properly aligned, and looking good with
no gaps.
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Tooth straightening methods includes;
• Braces
• Invisalign
• MyoBrace
Each of these approaches to straighten teeth involve a different technique to move teeth
through bone until your teeth are straight and gaps are gone

NOTE: Only your licensed clinical practitioner can advise which technique us best suited to
work with your particular needs.

What is Speed Tooth Straightening?
Is It Right For Me?
The options for having teeth straightened range from SIMPLE to COMPLEX based on your needs
as determined by your doctor.
Only your doctor, after a thorough examination, can advise you on what option is best for you.
However generally speaking, if your teeth are badly misaligned and obviously need a lot of work,
straightening your teeth will require a longer time and a more complex procedure.
If your teeth are just a little crooked or crowded and all you need is relatively minor teeth
straightening and the gaps between the teeth closed....
You may be a good candidate for one of several different straightening methods that produce
results faster than the more complex teeth straightening methods that can deal with more
complex problems.
Speed-straightening methods typically involve no metal braces, which means without a close
look, no one would guess you were having your teeth straightened.
Regardless of which method of teeth straightening your doctor recommends , besides giving you
the confidence to flash a big smile anytime, straight teeth mean;
•
•
•
•

Healthier gum tissue
Easier, more effective cleaning
Decreased risk of trauma and abnormal wear
Decreased risk of periodontal disease and receding gums
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How To Evaluate Your Smile
Look at your teeth in the mirror while reading through the Smile Checklist provided below. As
you work your way down the list, simply check off each descriptor that applies to you.

Smile Checklist
Look closely at the color - are your teeth dark
or stained?
Are your teeth worn?
Are they shaped improperly or
asymmetrically?
Do you have old fillings?
Are there gaps?
Are you missing teeth?
Do you show too much gum?
do you show too much teeth?
Do you have dark fillings in the side teeth that
look gray or black when you smile?
If you have replacement teeth, do they look
natural? Are they too white or fake-looking?
Do your teeth feel uncomfortable or painful?
Do you struggle to chew certain foods without
pain or embarrassment?

How did you do on the Smile Checklist? Is your smile perfect or could it use a little updating...
maybe even a bit of remodeling?
If you’re like most Americans today the answer is probably a resounding, “YES!!”
And even if it isn’t, even if you don’t know why you don’t like your smile, you just know you
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don’t, we can help. From smile disasters to smile enhancement, we can help you get the smile
that should be yours.
We can help you get you in great dental health fast. And quickly and affordable solve every
problem on the smile checklist.

The Only Secret You Need to Know To Have
Healthy, Straight, Sparkling White Teeth & AN
ATTRACTIVE SMILE YOU’RE PROUD OF!
The secret to having great dental health, sparkling white teeth, and a big attractive smile you’re
proud of is simple.
How do you think movie stars get those beautiful pearly-whites that look so good when they
flash a great big smile?
How do you think people you know with the great-looking teeth and a smile that melts your
heart... get to look so good? Are they just lucky? Or do they have help?
Sure some people are born with perfect teeth... and if they take care of them, they don’t need
any help at all to have great looking smile.
But for most of us that’s not the case.
Most people I see in my practice, Airdrie Springs Dental, have at least something about their
teeth and their smile they would honestly love to have corrected.
And what about you?
Are your teeth discolored - and you’d like them to be pearly-white and attractive?
Are you self-conscious of the gaps in their teeth - and want them gone so you always look your
best when you smile?
Are you tired of having crooked or poorly formed teeth that just don’t look good... and cause
you to smile with your lips closed, which makes what should be a big happy smile... look more
like a smirk.
Are you tired of covering your mouth when you smile and you just want your teeth fixed... so you
are free to smile and laugh and enjoy life without feeling embarrassed about your teeth?
Maybe something big has changed in your life... and you want to look your best and most
attractive... and you know great looking teeth and a big smile that says “Hi, I’m glad to see you”
is always noticed... and always appreciated
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The “secret” of having all these things... including having a great big attractive smile you are
proud to flash anytime is... do the same thing the movie stars do... get an expert who can get
you exactly what you want... at an affordable price... and get it fast.
And finding that expert couldn’t be easier!
Just call our office an set an appointment. You do that. We do the rest.
And faster than you think... you will have a mouthful of great looking teeth and an attractive
smile you’re proud of.
With today’s technology and modern
dental techniques, we can fix a
mouthful of dental problems you may
have struggled with for year... often in
a single visit.
And one way or another, depending
on what is best for you... you can
have great-looking teeth and
attractive smile you’re proud of fast
and at a price you can afford.
Here’s what important;
33You’re smile tells others who
you are. In any situation, business
or personal, people notice your smile. And often decide who you are as a person, and
whether or not they like you, based on your smile.
33A smile is contagious. That means when you give one, you often get one in return.
And that’s why feeling good about your teeth and smiling freely may lead to better
relationships, better outcomes in any situation, and open doors you may never walk
through otherwise.
33A smile, or lack of a smile, draws attention toward or away form other features you’d
prefer others NOT notice. The more beautiful and alluring your smile , the less people
notice little wrinkles, a receding hairline, grey hair or anything else.
33The fact is, a big smile, given freely does more for your good looks - and does it faster
- than anything.

I hope you’ve enjoyed this Special Report.
And more importantly, if your teeth need straightening, whitening, or if you have ANY dental
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problems you want or need solved...
I hope you get professional help right away . Because dental problem never fix themselves.
Left unattended, they just get worse. And may eventually cause great harm that can be easily
avoided by seeing a doctor now.

You carry your smile with
you for a lifetime. Let us
make it the perfect one
for you!
Your next step is easy.
Just give us a call at 587-317-6050. We’ll
answer your questions. And show you how
easy it is to have a great looking smile
you’re proud of.

A Special Gift To You
As a way to say THANK YOU for requesting
this Special Report ... you can For A
Limited Time receive a FREE COSMETIC
EXAM that includes a comprehensive exam
of your teeth, oral cancer screening, jaw joint health review, gum and bone disease exam, review
of your medical and dental history and a preliminary evaluation of your smile.
Note: x-rays are not included.
This is a perfect time to have all your questions answered and learn your treatment options.
No pressure. No expectations. Just answers you need to understand your options... so you can
decide what’s best for you.
To set up your FREE COMPREHENSIVE COSMETIC EXAM, just call our office at 587-317-6050. Let
us know you want to ACCEPT YOUR GIFT.
And let us know you’re ready to find out how easy it can be to have a mouthful of good-looking
teeth and an attractive smile you are proud of.
Sincerely,
Dr. Huberg Ng
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We can only offer a limited number of these free exams during the year. And when they go...
they’re gone. So call us at 587-317-6050, book your free cosmetic exam... so you can have a
smile you are proud of!

BONUS SECTION

Is Airdrie Springs Dental the Right Dentist For You?
Despite the number of people we have already helped, the best way to tell if you will
feel comfortable with our team at Airdrie Springs Dental is to just stop by and say hello... We
will take you on a tour of the office and introduce you our team members
You can flip through our before-after photo albums of actual patients we have treated.
The Bottom line is we are here for you, and it will be an honor to help you any way we
can.

Your Team at
Airdrie Springs Dental

280-2700 Main Street
South Airdrie, AB T4B 2Y1
Phone: 587-317-6050
airdriespringsdental.com

Airdrie Springs Dental

280-2700 Main Street
South Airdrie, AB T4B 2Y1
Phone: 587-805-3189
airdriespringsdental.com

